A design methodology is presented for the analysis and synthesis of robust linear controllers for a nonlinear continuous stirred tank reactor. Regions are defined in the phase plane in which the maintenance of robust stability and the achievement of robust performance levels are guaranteed. The results are based upon new extensions of the structured singular value theory to a class of noulinear and time-varying systems.
Introduction
The inherently nonlinear nature of chemical processes has prompted considerable interest in nonlinear process control theory over the past decade. The complex dynamics which can evolve from these systems are revealed in the simple example of a single first order reaction carried out in a stirred tank. This system is known to exhibit bifurcations to multiple steady states and periodic limit cycles. Traditionally, the control schemes used for these nonlinear processes include "conservative" linear controllers and linear controllers with gain schedules. These methods are based on a first order approximation of the actual system at a single point and a discrete set of operating points, respectively. Consequently, these techniques cannot account for large perturbations or operation away from the steady state operating curve. In addition, linear model-based techniques have been used in the analysis of control schemes for such processes. Robustness properties have been calculated with respect to linear perturbations acting on a nominal linear model.
New advances in SSV theory allow the application of the results to a class of time-varying and nonlinear models. These models include the class of dynamical systems with conebounded nonlinearities. The focus of the present work is the application of this new technique to the calculation of margins of robust stability and robust performance for a nonlinear CSTR model. There have been only two published accounts of the application of these advances to practical control systems ([11] , [3] ); the latter paper contains the details of the work discussed here. Although the treatment will be developed for the generic class of systems with cone-bounded nonlinearities, it will be motivated by the specific application to a first order exothermic reaction carried out in a CSTR. ' We will employ a general dynamical system description which establishes the relationship between the inputs, states and outputs. An uncertainty block is used to represent a family of plants which can be arrived at by perturbing the nominal 
where the subscript u refers to the fact that the upper loop has been closed.
In a completely analogous fashion, it is possible to treat structured perturbations acting on a nominal system. Now we consider the perturbed state space realization, W&, and the subsequent LFT: e = F,,(Wa, )v. It is -desirable to isolate the uncertainty elements from the overal transfer function Ga. Stepwise, this proceeds as illustrated in Figure 1 . First, matrix W& is rewritten as a feedback connection of a matrix N and an uncertainty block A. The structure of the uncertainty block is a key feature of this representation and will be exploited in the following sections. In general, the uncertainty block will be a linear operator in the set:
A := {diag[I I,,, e t mIrmX Al, i ,An]} where depending on the problem the 6X, A, wil be restricted to certain clase. We define the bonded subset: (10) In this LFT framework, robust stability requires that F,e(M, A) remain stable for all A E BA. Robust perfrmance requires that a norm bond on the mapping from input v to output e is met for all perturbations.
Filters can be designed which "shape" the input signal class into the expected set of inputs, and similarly weight the outputs (by frequency) according to the specified performance criteria. All of these "performance and uncertainty weights"
are usually absorbed into the structure M. Then an appropriate robust performance condition is: [1] . For a complete proof of this result, the reader is referred to [10] .
A final remark should be made concerning the results of the previous sections. For the special case of linear time-invariant perturbations, there exist necessary and sufficient conditions for robust stability and robust performance. The results involve a test on the so-called structured singular value, for which the D scaled maximum singular value is an upper bound. The reader is referred to 14] for further details. In addition, theoretical results have been obtained for real perturbations [2] . This method shares some of the computationally attractive features of the previously discussed problems.
Conic-Sector Bounded Nonlinearities
In this section, a class of nonlinear systems is described which fits into the previously described M -A structure. A conic sector is defined to be:
Cone(C, R) -{(T, y)llv -CTji < IlRxIl} (23) where (z, y) is the input, output pair for the operator. Evidently, a noninear operator enveloped tightly by a conic sector is most accurately approximated (linearly) by tthe cone center C. In general, the cone center will not coincide with the plant described by the Jacobian of the nonlinear model evaluated at an operating point.
Note that because we have replaced a potentialy highly nonlinear operator by a function consisting of two linear timeinvariant operators, the cost of this simplification is increased conservatism. The Cone (C, R) describes many input-output pairs, some of which may yield poorer performance than the original operator.
It should be clear that there exists a direct correspondence between a nonlinear cone-bounded operator and a time-varying gain. From the conic sector definition, the plant can be interpreted as being equal to the nominal value (C) which is perturbed by a time varying gain of magnitude R. R and C are absorbed into the system to arrive at the general uncertainty structure in Figure. 1 The nonlinearity in these equations is solely a function of the state variables and therefore would be equivalent to uncertainty in the state-space A matrix, provided that fA7 f2 can be shown to be conic-sector bounded.
For the purposes of this study we will impose bounds on the state variables which define an operating window in the phase-plane. The region wiiU consist of a led unit ball which is equivalent to an ellipse in the original phase space.
It can be verified that a bounding of the state variables is possible by considering the result implied by Eq. 22: 11el2 + (i _ /52)11X112 < 92lv1i12 + II.To112 (25) In fact, a less conservative result is obtained using a subsystem of the original N matrix consisting of the first and last rows (remove the e term from the calculations). This yields a relationship between the bound on the states and both the initial conditions and input bound:
It is easy to show that for a state bound of radius 1, one can define a tolerable bound on zo for zero input equal to 1/fW~T, and a bound on Xo for unit bounded input equal to A careful analysis of the problem reveals that it is possible to formulate a tight conic sector bound on A and A2 with only one uncertain gain. This is due to the linear dependence of the rate expression on the concentration. This can be seen in a three-dimensional plot, (Figure 3) , where with the proper perspective on the x1 -x2 plane, the nonlinearity falls within a well-defined "bow-tie" region. The nonlinearity is bounded by two planes, both perpendicular to the plane of observation in the figure. The final plant description is given by:
where A,A1 are easily calculated by projecting the eliptic state bounds in the X1 -z2 plane onto the nonlinearities fi and f2.
H2.-Optimal Controller Design
A convenient choice of control objective is the minimization of the integral square error (ISE) or the 2-norm of the error for a specific input (e.g., a step input). Following the IMC procedure [8j, one can readily derive the H2-optimal controller. The procedure requires a nominal linear plant, which will be taken to be the center of the cone defined by the chosen operating window. If this model is designated as Pm(s), then the controller is given by P;l(s)F(a). Here F(s)
is a low-pass filter which renders the controller proper, allows for asymptotic tracking properties, and provides robustness.
H<>O-Optimal Controller Design
For the unstable operating condition, we wil consider, as an alternative to the H2-optimal control objective, the minimization of the error for a set of inputs of bounded 2-norm. The performance degradation curves for these two controllers are given in Figure 5 . The distance between the timevarying and linear-time-invariant curves are more significant for this pathological set of parameters.
Interpretation of Results
In order to accurately interpret the robustness results of the previous section, it is useful to recall the relationship defined in Eq. 26. Depicted in Figures 6 and 7 Us stdard Lyapuno-functio tecniues, it is possibe to construct regi of attracton for the dced lop CSTIL Not unexpeely, the regions are consdeay larger than the ellips for the coan in Fgures 6 and 7. The lrge &sparity can be redily explained by the fact that the cone contain many nonlnearities, me of which are evidetly more pathological than the orinal system. The utility of this method is a computationally attractive scheme for calculaing regions for bonded enerp and bounded powar performance results. As 
